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TAMIL NADU 
 
 ‘Neengal Nalama’ 
 The DMK government, had been implementing various schemes to benefit every 

family in the State. 
 

 
 

 “To ensure their proper implementation, a new initiative, ‘Neengal Nalama’, will be 
launched on March 6. 

 Under the scheme, the Chief Minister, Ministers, Secretaries, and Collectors will 
interact with beneficiaries through phone calls to get their feedback on various 
schemes and services offered by the government for further improvement. 

 
 India’s First Indigenous Prototype Fast Breeder 
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi marked the beginning of a new era in India’s 

nuclear energy sector by witnessing the “Core Loading” at the Prototype Fast 
Breeder Reactor (PFBR) in Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu. 
 

      EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS – MARCH 05, 2024 
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 This event signifies the near completion of India’s first indigenous PFBR, a 
landmark project fully designed and constructed within the country by Bharatiya 
Nabhikiya Vidyut Nigam Limited (BHAVINI), in collaboration with over 200 Indian 
industries, including numerous MSMEs. 

 

NATIONAL 
 Chakshu 
 The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) recently unveiled the Digital 

Intelligence Platform (DIP) alongside the ‘Chakshu’ facility on the Sanchar Saathi 
portal. 
 

 
 

 This initiative aims to foster collaboration among stakeholders to combat the 
misuse of telecom resources in cyber-crime and financial frauds.‘Chakshu’ is a 
citizen-centric facility introduced on the Sanchar Saathi portal. 

 It aims to empower individuals to report suspected fraud communications received 
via various channels, including calls, SMS, or WhatsApp. 

 

APPOINTMENT 
 
 Suman Kumari - First Woman Sniper of BSF 
 Sub-inspector Suman Kumari became the first woman sniper of BSF. Suman 

Kumari has become the BSF's first woman sniper after completing ‘rigorous’ 
training at CSWT Indore.  
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 She completed an eight-week sniper training at the Central School of Weapons 

and Tactics (CSWT) in Indore. 
 She decided to take the sniper training after witnessing the threat of cross-border 

sniper assaults while leading a platoon in Punjab. 
 She was the only female in the sniper course with 56 male peers. She is from a 

modest family in Himachal Pradesh's Mandi district. 

 

IMPORTANT DAYS 
 
 International Day For Disarmament And Non-Proliferation Awareness:  

March 05 
 Disarmament, as defined by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), 

involves the elimination of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) alongside a 
balanced reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments. 
 

 
 

 The inaugural International Day for Disarmament and Non-Proliferation 
Awareness was observed on March 5, 2023, following a UNGA resolution 
adopted on December 7, 2022. 

 This annual event seeks to promote public awareness, particularly among youth, 
about the importance of disarmament. 
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